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then and there, for a man with a constitution shattered by drink
is a bad man to take into the wilds.	\
Early one September morning we started out from Lillooet,
making our way up the stream valleys to the foot of the Coast
Range. There we made camp, though we did most of our hunting
above the timber-line, climbing up on foot from this base and
hunting as we went. Each type o£ mountain country, the wooded
slopes of the mountains and the bare regions above, had its own
life, as we discovered; but we were primarily after sheep and goat,
who live above the timber, the goats on the rocks, the sheep on
grassy slopes.	j
This was really game country, and we got lots of it. We shot six
mountain goats, as I remember, and brought back several bighorn
heads as trophies. We also shot plenty of black-tailed deer. Whether
we got any bear on that trip I'm not sure, but we did begin to
observe their habits. This is as good a place as any to tell about
some of the differences between grizzlies and black bears. What I
am about to say is known to every Western hunter, but they are
things which I have also observed during many years on the trail.
If in some hunting area the black bears suddenly disappear, you
can be sure that there are grizzlies about. Black bear are afraid of
grizzlies and flee from a country when the grizzly moves in. The
black bear is stupid; the grizzly, smart. If a black bear knows a
hunter is coming, he fades quietly from the vicinity. The grizzly
stands up and looks over the brush for the hunter. If you shoot
and wound a black bear, he will howl and run. The grizzly bites
at his wound and is likely to come after the hunter. The two varie-
ties differ utterly in character.
One morning I went alone with Hartley for a day with the big-
horn, Harry Ferguson for some reason preferring to remain at the
camp. I had grand sport that day, bagging several head, caching the
game to be picked up another day. About the middle of the after-
noon Martley began asking to go back, but the hunting was so good
I kept on, aware that we could follow the trail down to camp as
easily after dark as by daylight. Just at dusk my guide suddenly
sat down and began to cry. He said he couldn't go another step.
His alcoholic physique had simply caved in.
For me this was no laughing matter. I couldn't desert Martley.

